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American Historical Review, 120, no. 4 (October 2015)
http://ahr.oxfordjournals.org/content/120/4.toc

Book Review
- Tennis and Justice in the Civil Rights Era (Eric Allen Hall), by Lane Demas, 1514-1515.

American Journalism, 32, no. 1 (Winter 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uamj20/32/1
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• Inventing Baseball Heroes: Ty Cobb, Christy Mathewson, and the Sporting Press in America (Amber Roessner), by Christie Kleinmann, 92-94.

_The Americas, 72, no. 4 (October 2015)_
https://muse.jhu.edu/journals/the_americas/toc/tam.72.4.html

**Book Review**


_Australian Historical Studies, 46, no. 3 (September 2015)_
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rahs20/46/3

**Book Review**

• Sport and the British World, 1900-1930: Amateurism and National Identity in Australasia and Beyond (Erik Nielsen), by Greg Ryan, 488-489.

_Economic Inquiry, 53, no. 4 (October 2015)_

• You are Close to Your Rival and Everybody Hates a Winner: A Study of Rivalry in College Football, by Sudipta Sarangi, Cary Deck, Sarah Marx Quintanar, and Javier A. Reyes, 1908-1918.

_French History, 29, no. 4 (December 2015)_
http://fh.oxfordjournals.org/content/29/4.toc

• French Sailing in the Late Nineteenth Century and the Debate about Parisian Centralism, by Denis Jallat and Sébastien Stumpp, 550-570.

_Geographical Journal, 181, no. 3 (September 2015)_


_Hispanic American Historical Review, 95, no. 4 (November 2015)_
http://hahr.dukejournals.org/content/95/4.toc

**Book Review**

Historical Studies in the Natural Sciences, 45, no. 4 (September 2015)


Intelligence & National Security, 30, no. 6 (December 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fint20/30/6

- The Munich Olympics Massacre and the Development of Counter-Terrorism in Australia, by Mark Finnane, 817-836.

International Journal of Intelligence & Counterintelligence, 28, no. 4 (Winter 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujic20/28/4

- Counterterrorism in Brazil: With an Eye on the Upcoming Olympics, by Fábio M. S. P. Condeixa, 710-716.

Journal of American Folklore, 128, no. 510 (Fall 2015)
https://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_american_folklore/toc/jaf.128.510.html

- From Rebounds to Three-Pointers: Linsanity, Racial Insults, and Stereotypes in Flux, by Margaret Magat, 438-448.

Journal of Design History, 28, no. 3 (September 2015)
http://jdh.oxfordjournals.org/content/28/3.toc

Book Review

Journal of Popular Culture, 48, no. 5 (October 2015)

Book Reviews
- A History of Women’s Boxing (Malissa Smith), by D.M. Greenwell, 1053-1054.
- Motorsports and American Culture: From Demolition Derbies to NASCAR (Mark D. Howell and John D. Miller), by Eric Gilliland, 1058-1059.

Journal of Southern African Studies, 41, no. 5 (October 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjss20/41/5

*Journal of Southern History, 81, no. 4 (November 2015)*
http://jsh.rice.edu/

Book Reviews
- Arthur Ashe: Tennis and Justice in the Civil Rights Era (Eric Allen Hall), by Derrick E. White, 1044-1045.

*Journal of the American Planning Association, 81, no. 1 (Winter 2015)*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjpa20/81/1

- The Mega-Event Syndrome: Why So Much Goes Wrong in Mega-Event Planning and What to Do About It, by Martin Müller, 6-17.

*Journal of Urban History, 41, no. 6 (November 2015)*
http://juh.sagepub.com/content/41/6.toc

Book Review
- Gambling, Legitimacy, and the Limits of Community, by Matthew Vaz, 1152-1159.

*Journalism History, 41, no. 3 (Fall 2015)*
http://scrippsjschool.org/publications/journalismhistory.php

- The Myth of the Nassau Mausoleum, by Nicholas Hirshon, 139-152.

*Local Historian, 45, no. 4 (October 2015)*

Book Review
- The Five Stone Steps (John Orton); Rugby, Football and the Working Classes (Charles Walter Masters), by Robert Colls, 342-343.

*Missouri Historical Review, 110, no. 1 (October 2015)*
http://shs.umsystem.edu/publications/mhr/index.shtml
A College Sports Rivalry Like No Other: Public Memory of the Border War in the Missouri-Kansas Football Competition, by Keith Piонтек, 22-46.

National Identities, 17, no. 3 (September 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cnid20/17/3


Pacific Historical Review, 84, no. 4 (November 2015)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/phr.2015.84.issue-4


Planning Perspectives, 30, no. 4 (October 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rppe20/30/4


Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish Studies, 34, no. 1 (Fall 2015)
https://muse.jhu.edu/journals/shofar/toc/sho.34.1.html

“An Athlete Like a Soldier Must Not Retreat”: Zionists, Sport, and Belonging in Interwar Czechoslovakia, by Tatjana Lichtenstein, 1-26.

Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 38, no. 12 (December 2015)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uter20/38/12

From Munich to Boston, and from Theater to Social Media: The Evolutionary Landscape of World Sporting Terror, by Yair Galily, Moran Yarchi, and Ilan Tamir, 998-1007.
Rallying or Criticizing? Media Coverage of Authorities’ Reaction to Terror Attacks Targeting Sporting Events, by Moran Yarchi, Yair Galily, and Ilan Tamir, 1008-1021.
• Endgame? Sports Events as Symbolic Targets in Lone Wolf Terrorism, by Ramón Spaaij and Mark S. Hamm, 1022-1037.

_Urban Studies, 52, no. 14 (November 2015)_
_http://usj.sagepub.com/content/52/14.toc_

• From Fan Parks to Live Sites: Mega Events and the Territorialisation of Urban Space, by David McGillivray and Matt Frew, 2649-2663.

_Women’s History Review, 24, no. 5 (October 2015)_
_http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rwhr20/24/5_

Forum: Women in Sport

• Forum: Women in Sport, by Carol A. Osborne and Fiona Skillen, 655-661.
• Sporting Women and _Machonas_: Negotiating Gender through Sports in Argentina, 1900-1946, by Patricia Anderson, 700-720.
• The Spectre of the ‘Man-Woman Athlete’: Mark Weston, Zdenek Koubek, the 1936 Olympics and the Uncertainty of Sex, by Clare Tebbutt, 721-738.
• Risky or Relaxing? Exercise During Pregnancy in Britain, c. 1930-1960, by Eilidh H. R. Macrae, 739-756.